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Moore’s Law 

2 
Gordon E. Moore, “Cramming More Components onto Integrated Circuits,” 
Electronics, pp. 114–117, April 19, 1965. 

“The future of integrated 
electronics is the future of 
electronics itself.” 

G. E. Moore is one of the new 
breed of electronic engineers, 
schooled in the physical 
sciences rather than in 
electronics. 



Moore’s Law 

“One of the most amazing tasks 
that humankind has ever done.” 

-George Whitesides 

“The most important moment since 
man emerged as a life form.” 
-Isaac Asimov (about the invention of the 
planar process) June 29, 2007 
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65 nm in 2006 

Modern CMOS 

Beginning of 
submicron CMOS 

Deep UV litho 
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40 years of 
scaling history 

 Every generation 
– Feature size shrinks by 70% 
– Transistor density doubles 
– Wafer cost increases by 20% 
– Chip cost comes down by 40% 

 Generations occur regularly 
– On average every 2.9 years over the past 40 years 
– Recently two years but the rate is slowing 

40 years of Semiconductor Scaling 

28 nm in 2012 

Presumed limit 
to scaling 



90nm 

DRP™ 

90nm 

Cost reduction through scaling 

• This is an example of a high 
volume cell phone chip. 

• The identical functionality  
was scaled through three 
generations of technology 

65nm 65nm 

45nm 



40 Years of Semiconductor Scaling 

• Technology trend has been highly predictable 

• Many Innovative technology approaches have 
been eclipsed by the CMOS juggernaut 

• Industry trends have been driven by technology   

– Benefits to society have been tremendous 

– But they have occurred in ways that were not initially 
anticipated 
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Lithography Trends 
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What You Draw vs What You Get 

 Active/Poly flaring causing severe corner rounding 
 Poly flaring impacts gate CD particularly for narrow width xtor 



Technology Beyond 2020 
CMOS scaling, as we have experienced 
it during the past 40 years, will not 
continue beyond 2020.  This has far-
reaching consequences for the 
trajectory of microelectronics 

• How will our industry cope 
without 40% cost reduction every 
2 years? 

• Will innovation continue? 

• How will the trajectory of 
technology innovation change 
beyond 2020??? 



• Beyond 2020, our industry will benefit from Accelerated 
Technology Innovation 
– Specialty analog processes 

– New materials (e.g., GaN)  

– Specialty digital processes:  e.g., Spintronics 

– Integration of 
• MEMS 

• Magnetics 

• Bio-sensors 

• Chemical sensors 

• Electro-optic devices 

• Other … 

Accelerated Technology Innovation 



Accelerated Technology Innovation 

• Consequences of Accelerated Technology 
Innovation 
– Differentiated process technology will become a 

competitive advantage.   

– Technology innovation will become more diverse and less 
predictable 

– Technology innovations will be driven by the pressing 
needs of society for 

• Affordable health care 

• Energy efficiency 

• Other… 



Societal Impact 

• Pressing societal imperatives 
– Affordable health care 

– Energy efficiency 

– Other 

• The “Grand Challenge” of the ATI Era is to 
revolutionize these (and other) societal imperatives, 
in the same way that CMOS scaling revolutionized 
– Computation 

– Communication 

– Consumer entertainment 



Success Factors in the Era of ATI 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
Start-ups 

Small companies 

Large companies who foster internal entrepreneurship 

Architectural innovation: System optimization   

Technical leadership:  Managing information flow 
in a large complex R&D project 

Multi-national collaboration skills 
Multi-cultural sensitivity 

Multiple languages 

Trans-Disciplinary expertise. 
 



SEEC Notes Nano-HUB-U Notes 

• Similarly, we need to develop “EE Bio-medicine”, “EE Polymer 
Chemistry”, and “EE Photonics”, based on the kinds of devices we 
expect to invent in the next 40 years 

• Classes without pre-requisites:  (Prof Supriyo Datta) 

• It is unreasonable to expect engineers to understand the fundamentals 
of 

– Condensed matter physics 

– Biology/Medicine 

– Polymer chemistry 

– Photonics 

• In the 60’s, professors from MIT and Stanford developed “EE physics” 
to explain Si transistors  (SEEC Notes) 

Trans-Disciplinary Research 



Technology Beyond 2020 

The Era of CMOS Scaling will be 
replaced by the Era of 
Accelerated Technology 
Innovation 

• Differentiated technologies 

• Recognized societal needs 

THANK-YOU 
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